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ABSTRACT

The spatial, temporal and radiative properties of ship tracks are described

with an analysis of AVIIRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer)

imagery. 15 cases are analyzed including 6 from the Atlantic Stratocumulus

Transition Experiment (ASTTDO in the Azores islands, 6 from ship tracks

observed off the coast of Oregon and 3 from the l
l)87 First ISCCP (International

Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Regional Experiment (FIRE) (Starr. 19H7V

The reflectance in channel 3 (3.7 microns) of each ship track and associated

background are analyzed as a function of time. The width of each ship track is

also plotted as a function of time to determine their spatial and dispersive

qualities. The east Pacific Ocean ship tracks are generally less dispersive, but

two ASTEX ship tracks were more dispersive than what would be consistent

over land. In individual cases, higher ambient reflectances are associated with

environments that are less sensitive to ship effluent resulting in lower ship track

reflectances. But in the composite of all ship track cases, higher ambient

reflectances are associated with environments that are more sensitive to ship

effluent resulting in higher ship track reflectances. Though the number of cases

was limited due to weather and other phenomena, the reflectance, length and

dispersion analysis highlight the commonalities and differences between the

ship tracks from the two areas. This indicates that the state of the atmosphere has

a substantial effect on ship track formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ship tracks are regarded with considerable interest and at times bewilderment.

We know that they occur and understand relatively well their structure, but

cannot yet completely solve their dynamics. Initially observed by Conover

( 1°66V they have since piqued the curiousity of scientists.

Ship tracks have been analyzed by various approaches in the hopes of

identifying their formation mechanisms. These cloud anomalies are

characterized by an increase in droplet concentration and a corresponding

decrease in droplet size (Twomey and Cocks, 1982V The smaller droplets result

in higher reflectance in the channel ? NOAA AVHRR imagery. However, the

spatial and radiative properties of ship tracks are not well understood.

There are several motivations for ship track analysis. Military applications

demand an understanding of their mechanisms, and how to deter their

formation. Commercial fisheries have a vested interest in ship track analysis to

protect fisheries. Meteorologically, ship tracks will also help us to further

understand turbulence and boundary layer phenomena.

The most concentrated ship track research has been off the coast of

California. Here the ship track signature is relatively frequent due to the

predominance of stratiform clouds. Yet these cloud types are present in other

parts of the world as well and ship tracks can be expected to produce different

signatures. Salvato (1992) noted that Arctic ship tracks have a relatively

stronger signature than ship tracks observed in the eastern Pacific Ocean. It has

been speculated that differences in the boundary layer contribute to the

differences seen in the strength of ship tracks.



This thesis will focus on a comparison of ship tracks from the eastern Pacific

and eastern Atlantic Oceans. Recently, the ASTEX (Atlantic Stratocumulus

Transition Experiment) was performed in the Azores islands. These islands are

located approximately 1000 miles west of Portugal. The period of study for this

experiment was 24 days-from 4 June to 28 June 1992. Another exercise was

recently conducted off the coast of Oregon in August 1992 and again studied

ship tracks. Finally, ship tracks will be analyzed from the 1987 FIRE experiment

conducted off the coast of southern California. This thesis will compare and

contrast the ship tracks from these two regions of the world. By utilizing the

Nielsen and Durkee algorithm (1992). information on ship track length, width,

persistence and spatial and radiative characteristics will be extracted and

compared for the two areas.



II. THEORY

A. CLOUD MICROPHYSICS

Morehead ( 1 988 ) describes scattering and absorption as two interactions that

electromagnetic energy can undergo when transiting the atmosphere. Three

processes that occur with these two interactions are emission, reflectance and

transmittance . They are governed by the conservation equation:

e + p + x = 1

where e is emission, p is reflectance by scattering and t is transmittance. Since

reflectance by scattering is the domintant interaction of solar energy by clouds,

transmittance and emission will not be discussed further.

1. Scattering

As described by Morehead (1988), scattering by clouds is dependent upon

several factors but the ones relevant to this discussion are particle size

distribution and particle composition. At the visible and IR wavelengths

considered in this analysis. Mie scattering will be the primary scattering

mechanism.



2. Aerosol distribution

There are a variety of types of aerosols. They can range in size from cloud

condensation nuclei or CCN which are on the order of .lu.m radius to large

cloud droplets that may have radius up to lOOixm. The degree of scattering and

consequently reflectance will be a function of the size and concentration of the

scatters. There are also differences in the wavelengths measured.

Channel 1 (.63 microns) and channel 3 (3.7 microns) are depicted in Figures 1

and 2 respectively. Channel 1 reflectance is a function of both liquid water path

and particle size while channel 3 reflectance is a function of particle size only.

Therefore, since ship track reflectance is dependent primarily upon particle size,

channel 3 will provide the most accurate representation of the track reflectance.

Though there are many souces of aerosols, the focus here will be on those

from ships' exhausts. Ships inject aerosols into the atmosphere increasing the

number that are available as CCN, and since the CCN distribution determines

the cloud droplet distribution, this will subsequently lead to higher values in

droplet concentration. These changes were examined by Twomey and Cocks

(1982). The jump in droplet concentration is coupled with a decrease in droplet

size. A key point here is that the ship's exhaust does not substantially alter the

cloud's liquid water content in a given volume of atmosphere. The increase in

droplet concentration and decrease in droplet size equates to an increase in

reflectence due to scattering as demonstrated by Twomey (l c)77).
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Figure 1. Channel 1 (Visible) satellite imagery showing ship-tracks at

0903Zonl4Junel992



Figure 2. Channel 3(tntYarecT> satellite imagery showing ship-track at 0903Z

on 14 June 1992



III. PROCEDURE AND PROCESSING

Chapter III describes the NOAA satellites and sensor that was used to collect

data. This section will also detail data processing including the procedures and

criteria for analyzing the ship tracks.

A. THE SATELLITE AND SENSOR

The IVOAA 10. 11 and 12 polar orbiting satellites were the platforms utilized

to gather the imagery for this thesis.. These satellites operate in a sun-

synchronous orbit at an altitude of 525 miles. They provided coverage of the

Azores region eight times daily.

The image sensor aboard the satellite was the Advanced Very High

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) instrument. It can collect radiance in 5

channels although only channel 3 (3.7 microns) was used. The resolution of this

sensor is 1km by 1km at nadir.

B. PROCESSING

The data from ASTEX and off the coast of Oregon were received and

processed by a High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) ground station

developed by Global Imaging. The channels 1-5 images could be displayed

directly. But but primarily channels 1 and 3 were analyzed using the Nielsen and

Durkee algorithm (1992} on the Interactive Digital Environmental Analysis

(IDEA) laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate School . The algorithm products



for this thesis include the channel 3 reflectance scaled by the zenith angle

(called LOW3V In the analysis ambient reflectance is labeled LOW3A and ship

track reflectance is called LOW3B. Also produced is the difference in

reflectance ( Ap} between the ship track and the background, i.e.ship track minus

background reflectance. For the most part, ship track reflectance should exceed

background reflectance so the Ap values will be positive. This may not be true

on the very edge of the track where the background could potentially exceed the

track reflectance.

Fifty images were studied for potential ship track candidates. A lack of ship

correlation to ship tracks and unfavorable weather conditions limited the

number of cases to 1 ?.

There were two crucial processing steps to this discussion. The first was the

ability to convert the length of the ship track to a function of time. To determine

this quantity a vector relationship for the relative wind was utilized similar to

Pettigrew (1992). Specifically, the ship's course and speed and the true wind

were needed. The course and speed of the ship were calculated using two

successive images. The course is simply taken as the bearing between ship track

heads on successive satellite overpasses. The speed is the distance between ship

track heads divided by the difference in time between satellite overpasses. An

estimate of the true wind was obtained from the National Meteorological Center

(NMC) Spectral Gridded Model (SGM) wind analysis as a function of height

and at various locations. This true wind was then compared with surface wind in

the Azores for the ASTFX cases and observations made off the coast of Oregon

for those cases. The estimated true wind and observed true wind from

observations often differed. Therefore, the final criteria for selecting the true

8



wind was that the bearing of the calculated relative wind would have to match or

closely approximate the direction of the ship track. To complete the problem, a

time was derived by measuring the length of the track and dividing by the

relative wind speed. For cases from Pettigrew (1992). a relative wind was

already available.

The second step was determining the width of the tracks at various points

along the length. To accomplish this the ship track image was loaded in the

IDEA lab and the specific function, pixel value (pixval) was employed. Pixval

provides x and y image location and a digital value of any pixel in the image. By

visually identifying the edges of the track and then using the change in gray

values between the backgound and ship track as a verification, the width could

be determined. Since this is a manual technique there are fewer width points

than other parameters along the track.

Three properties of ship tracks will be studied. First, the difference in

reflectance between the ship track and ambient clouds, hereafter referred to as A

p, are plotted versus time. The Ap should approach zero as the track reflectance

converges to the background reflectance. The width as a function of time is also

analyzed and it is expected that the width will increase in time due to dispersion.

Since the resolution of the satellite imagery is at best 1 km. a 2 km width is

necessary for identification of the track. Finally, the reflectance of both the ship

track and background are plotted versus time. Normally, the track reflectance is

somewhat higher than the background reflectance. But some cases will show

significantly higher track reflectance where the environment is extremely

sensitive to ship effluent resulting in an increasing Ap with time.



IV. CASE STUDIES

Fifteen cases will be analyzed including 6 from off the Oregon coast. 6 from

ASTEX and 3 from the FIRE experiment. Incorporated into each case will be a

brief description of pertinent meteorological factors for that day.Each track is

labeled by the call sign of the ship (if available} or the Julian day of the image.

In the captions of the delta versus time diagrams. Delta refers to ship track

minus ambient reflectance.

A. 3EJI5

The ship track associated with callsign 3EJI5 was observed at 16397 on 7

July 1987 by a NOAA-10 satellite (Pettigrew, 1992). The channel 3 imagery for

this ship track is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 presents the Ap and width of the

ship track with respect to time. The reflectance difference decreases with time

approaching zero at 250 minutes. However, there is a distinct spike at about 100

minutes. In Figure 5 both the ambient reflectance (top), and the ship track

reflectance (bottom), show a similar spike at approximately 100 minutes. Figure

3 illustrates that the ship track passes through an area of higher retlectance that

reaches its peak at 34.ON 1 36. 3W. This area is particularly sensitive to ship

exhaust so a distinct maximum occurs. The width (Figure 4) generally increases

thoughout the track life.

B. ELBH9

The ship track associated with callsign ELBH9 was observed at 2303Z on 14

July 19X7 by a NOAA-9 satellite. This ship is the Merchant Vessel Neptune

10



Agate, a container ship (Pettigrew. 1992).The channel 3 imagery for this ship

track is shown in Figure 6. The Ap (Figure 7, top) exhibits an isolated maximum

at about IX minutes and then is generally constant with frequent and large

fluctuations. Both the ambient and ship track reflectance shown at the top and

bottom of Figure 8 respectively, show an overall decline in reflectance with

time. It can be seen from the channel 3 imagery (Figure 6) that the ship track

enters an area of lower ambient reflectance at about 38.8N 136.2W shortly after

the track begins. This would account for the increase in \p at approximately 1&

minutes shown by Figure 7 (lop). The width (Figure 7. bottom) is variable, but

generally increases. This is probably due to local environmental changes in

cloud structure.

C. 3ERV

The ship track with callsign 3ERV produced a track observed at 1604Z on

4 July 1987 by a NOAA-10 satellite. This ship is the Merchant Vessel Antonio,

a general cargo ship (Pettigrew, 1992). The channel 3 imagery for this ship track

is shown in Figure 9. The significant feature in Ap. Figure 10 (top), is the shaip

drop and then upward spike at about 130 minutes. The drop is due to the less

reflective areas observed in the vicinity of the track intersection at

25.9N 120. IW (Figure 9). Figure 11 (bottom) shows the spike in the ship track

reflectance at 130 minutes. This spike is associated with the track intersection

shown at 25.9N 120.1W in Figure 9. The width (Figure 10, bottom) indicates a

large variability. There is a substantial width increase starting at about 70

minutes and ending at about 150 minutes. The varying nature would seem to be

indicative of local environmental chanses in the cloud structure.

11



D. 166AB

Ship track 166AB was observed on two successive satellite overpasses. The

first was 0903Z on 14 June 1992 by a NOAA-12 satellite. The channel 3 view oi

this track is shown in Figure 12. Although no ship was identified with the ship

track, the ship originating track AB was on a course of 063°T at 1 1 .09 knots. On

14 June 1992 the true wind was estimated to be 344°T at 12.4 knots in the

region of the Azores. Thus the relative wind was about 040°T at 14.6 knots. The

head of this track is at point A. The significant feature of note in the Ap, shown

at the Figure 13 (top), is the the jump in reflectance at about 1H0 minutes. The

same spike is present in ship track reflectance at about 180

minutes (Figure 14. bottom). Figure 12 shows that the spike in ship track

reflectance is correlated to the intersection with an unidentified track at

40N 26.2W. The ambient and ship track reflectances. Figure 14. indicate an

increase in reflectance from about 270 minutes to 430 minutes. This

corresponds well with the general increase in reflectance seen in the lower

portion of the track as shown in Figure 12. The track width (Figure 13) shows

two maxima at about 70 and 220 minutes respectively with a relative minima

occurring at the 140 minute mark.

Ship track AR was again observed 7 hours on 14 June at 1625Z by a NOAA-

1 1 satellite. Figure 15 shows the channel 3 imagery of the ship track with the

head of the track at point A. The Ap (Figure 16) shows an overall increase with

time with large fluctuations. There are three possible explanations for the Ap

increase with time. The first is that the ship changes its speed, thus changing the

amount of effluent it exhausts to the environment and ultimately affecting the

reflectance. This is not likely since ships on long distance transits do not

12



normally change speeds. The second is that there is a gas-to-particle conversion

that produces more aerosols with time acting to increase the ship track

reflectance. However, there is not enough information here to substantiate this

possibility. The third and most likely choice is that there is a chance in

environment. If the changing environment were more sensitive to ship effluent,

then an increasing Ap with time could result. The Ap also exhibits a spike at

about 100 minutes as does (Figure 17) the ship track reflectance. Figure 15

shows that track AB intersects track EF at about 100 minutes. This would

account for the jump in ship track reflectance. The width of the

track (Figure 16. bottoirOdoes increase with time although there is an initial

decrease from about 10 to 15 minutes.

E. 166 CD

The ship track called 166CD was observed also on two successive

overpasses. The first was at 0903Z on 14 June 1992 by a NOAA-12 satellite.

Figure 12 shows the channel 3 imagery for ship track 166CD. Although no ship

was identified with track CD the course and speed for the ship originating track

CD was about 221°T at 7.9 knots and the relative wind was about 304°T at 9.6

knots. The head of this ship track is at point C. The Ap (Figure, top) exhibits an

overall decrease over the life of the track. However, there is a substantial

increase from 170 to 230 minutes. This corresponds very well with the increase

in ship track reflectance at 200 minutes shown Figure 19 (bottom). The channel

3 imagery in Figure 12 explains this increase by indicating that track CD has a

slight overlap with track AB at 40.5N 25.5W.

13



The reflectances exhibit unusual behavior in this case. The ambient and ship

track reflectances (Figure 19) indicate a sharp boundary at 240 minutes with a

sharp increase in reflectance. This boundary is indicative of a changing

environment.

This track is a good example of the variable nature of Azores ship track

widths (Figure IK. bottom). The explanation for this comes from the Azores

having a relatively deeper boundary layer compared to the eastern Pacific

Ocean. This higher thickness results in larger scale circlations where we have

puffy cumulus clouds below a more uniform stratiform deck. These cumulus

clouds induce the width variations. There is a narrowing of the track from 70 to

240 minutes. Normally this would be indicative of more smaller droplets and

higher reflectances. However, because there is a track intersection in this case.

the track narrowing is at best only a partial substantiation for the increase in

track reflectance.

The second view of ship track CD is at 1625Z on 14 June 1992 by a NOAA-

1 1 satellite. Figure 15 depicts the channel 3 imagery for this track. The head of

the track is at point C. The top of Figure 20 shows the Ap. The Ap has an overall

increase with time indicating a changing environment that is more susceptible to

ship effluent. There is one exception though and that is the strong dip at 120

minutes. This dip corresponds very well with the dip at 120 minutes in the ship

track reflectance shown at the bottom of Figure 21. To tie this idea together, the

channel imagery in figure 14 indicates a discontinuity in the ship track at 40N

and 26.25W. There is a small spike at 135 minutes in both the ship track

reflectance and the 4p. This is probably due to the intersection with track AB

seen in the channel ? imagery (Figure 15). The width shown at the bottom of

14



Figure 20 is constant through the middle of the formation period. The two

increases at the beginning and end of the period indicate that there are large

scale circulations inducing these frequent variations.

F. 166EF

Ship track 166EF was observed on two successive satellite overpasses. The

first observation occurred at 0)037 on 14 June 1992 by a NOAA-12 satellite.

The ship track is depicted in the channel 3 imagery (Figure 12) with its head at

point E. Although no ship name was actually found with this track, the course

and speed of the ship making the track was determined to be 241° I at 6.75

knots. The true wind was estimated to be 344°T at 12.4 knots while the relative

wind was about 31 l°T at 12 knots. The Ap (Figure 22. top} shows an overall

decline with time although it is highly variable. There is a increase in brightness

at 90 minutes that precedes a second upward spike at 1 10 minutes. The ship

track reflectance (Figure 23. bottom) also shows these same features. The

boundary and subsequent spike are possibly indicative of a changing

environment that is more sensitive to ship effluent. The ambient reflectance

(Figure 23, top) shows a similar boundary and spike, however they occur later

and are not directly linked to to the boundary and spike in the Ap. The decline in

amhient reflectance after 1 10 minutes undoubtedly contributes to the increase in

the _\p. The track width (Figure 22. bottom) indicates two peaks to 7 kilometers

with a dip to 3 kilometers in-between at 150 minutes. Although there is no

evidence in the reflectance to account for this change, the fact that there are

larger scale circulations in the Azx^res would provide an explanation for this

variability.
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The second observation of track EF occurred on 14 .lune 1992 at 1625Z by a

NOAA-11 satellite. The channel 3 imagery for this ship track is presented in

Figure 15 with the head of the track at point E. The Ap (Figure 24. top) is highly

variable with two important features. The first is the spike at 12 minutes. The

.ship track reflectance (Figure 25. bottom) indicates a similar jump at about 12

minutes. The ambient reflectance (Figure 25. top) indicates only small increases

at 12 minutes. The channel 3 imagery (Figure 15) shows that track EF intersects

track AB near its conception at the 12 minute mark. The second important

feature in the Ap (Figure 24. top) is the spike at 104 minutes to a peak of 7.

Since the ambient reflectance is decreasing while the ship track reflectance is

increasing in this area (Figure 25), this suggests that the ship entered an

environment of high sensitivity to its effluent. The track

width (Figure 24, bottom) is indicative of variable mixing. The width decline to

1 km at 80 minutes is consistent with the increase in the Ap at the same time.

G. 239CD

Ship track CD was observed on three successive satellite overpasses. The first

occurred at 1510Z on 26 August 1992 by a NCAA- 10 satellite. Figure 26

depicts the ship track with the head of the ship track at point C. The ship

originating track CD was the Forest Wave, a wood-chip carrier vessel with a oil-

driven propulsion type (Freeberg. 1992). The ship was on a course of 292°T at a

speed of 10.2 knots. The true wind on 26 August 1992 was estimated to be

012°T at 10.4 knots giving a relative wind of 331°T at 16.4 knots. The Ap

(Figure 27. top) starts at slightly negative values and then indicates an overall

increase until the H4 minute mark. The negative Ap values could be a result of



the noise in the NOAA-10 channel 3 data. The increase in Ap indicates a

changing environment that is more favorable to ship effluent. The ambient

reflectance (Figure 28. top) exhibits an increase after 84 minutes. The cause for

the increase in ambient reflectance and decrease in ship track reflectance at the

end of the formation period is unknown. The width was unavailable because of

noise in the NOAA-10 channel 3 data.

The second observation of track CD occurred at 1635Z by a NOAA-12

satellite. Figure 29 shows the ship track with the head of the track at point C.

The Ap (Figure 30. top) starts off at a value of 2.8 and after an initial decline to

5. reaches its maximum of 3.9 at 160 minutes. The same peak at 3. (
J is present in

the ship track reflectance at 160 minutes (Figure 3]. bottom). Figure 2 (> shows

that the reason for these peaks is the intersection between tracks CD and FF. The

width (Figure 30. bottom) increases in a step-wise manner. The width increase is

consistent with dispersion in that the track width shoud increase with time.

The final observation of track CD occurs at 2204Z by a NOAA-1 1 satellite.

Figure 32 depicts the ship track with the head of the track at point C.

The Ap (Figure 33. top), indicates an overall increase from a value of .3 to a

maximum value of 2.6. This implies that the changing environment is more

sensitive to ship effluent. This is also consistent with the ambient and ship track

reflectances depicted in Figure 34. The ambient reflectance (Figure 34, top)

exhibits an overall decrease with time while the ship track

reflectance (Figure 34, bottom) exhihits an overall increase with time, although

the increase is variable. The width (Figure 33, bottom) exhibits an overall

increase to 5 km after an initial decline from 4 to 3 km. The varying nature of

the width is probably due to local environmental changes in the cloud structure.
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H. 239EF

Ship track EF was observed on the same three successive satellite overpasses.

The first occurred at l510Zon 26 August 1992 by a NCAA- 10 satellite. Figure

26 depicts the track with the head of track EF at point E. The ship originating

track EF was the Al Alamira. a bulk cargo carrier with a oil-driven propulsion

type (Freeberg. 1992). It was on a course of 292°T at a speed of 14.72 knots.

The relative wind across its deck was 331°T at a speed of 15.8 knots. Figure 35

indicates that the Ap is variable and increasing with time. The ambient and ship

track reflectance (Figure 36) exhibit the same type of variability. This variability

is probably due to local environmental changes. The width was unavailable

because the track was on the pass edge.

The second observation of track EF occurred at 1635Z on 26 August 1992 by

a XOAA-12 satellite with the head of the track at point E (Figure 29).

The Ap (Figure 37. top) exhibits an overall decrease with time after an initial

increase to 3.2 at 35 minutes. The initial increase in the Ap to a peak at 3.2 is

probably due to an overlap with track CD. Figure 36 indicates this overlap at

46.4N 125.4W. The ship track reflectance (Figure 38. bottom* exhibits a peak

value of 7.2 at 35 minutes. The decrease in the Ap starting at 175 minutes

indicates an increasing ambient reflectance. The ambient reflectance (Figure 38,

top) does indeed increase at 175 minutes. Also, the channel 3

imagery (Figure 29), indicates an area of generally higher ambient reflectance

towards the lower portion of track EF. The width (Figure 37. bottonOis varying

with time. Although the width is variable, it exhibits an overall increase with

time that is consistent with the decreasing Ap.

IX



The final observation of track EF is at 22047 by a NOAA-11

satellite (Figure 32). Although the Ap (Figure 39, top) is variable, it does exhibit

an overall increa.se with time. This is highlighted at 290 minutes where the ship

track assumes greater influence in the reflectance. The ship track reflectance is

relatively stronger than the ambient reflectance at 290 minutes (Figure 40). The

width (Figure 39. bottom) exhibits an overall increase with time. The varying

nature of the width is probably due to local environmental changes.

I. WIDTH VS. TIME

Figure 41 shows a composite plot of the track widths versus time. Ihese

widths are much more linear than the earlier plots of the track widths because

the widths were averaged for this case. Three features can he extracted from this

plot. The first is that the widths generally increase with time. Secondly, the rate

or slope of width increase is similar for most of the tracks. However, there are

several outliers. The large positive slope to 12 kilometers is ship track 3E.TI5

from FIRE depicted in Figure 3. The curved shape of the track in

Figure 3 indicates that it passed across wind shifts and probable wind speed

changes. These changes may have introduced some errors during the distance-

to-time conversion. However, even near the head of the track the slope is

somewhat greater than the average of all other tracks. Finally, the track widths

that do decrease with time are from ASTEX. This lends itself to the theory that

in the Azores there are larger scale circulations that can vary the structure of the

tracks more than in the eastern Pacific.
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J. DISPERSION VS. DISTANCE FROM SOURCE

The Pasquill-Gifford diagrams. Figure 42, indicate the rate of dispersion

expected for over land cases (Dutton and Panofsky. 1984). They are divided into

groups of meteorological conditions known as the Pasquill classes. These curves

provide a graph of horizontal dispersion as a function of distance from the

source. The horizontal dispersion represents the position of maximum visible

width.

The diagrams are intended for use over land and smooth terrain. Also, the

distance from the source is representative of average times of a lew minutes. In

this discussion, the ship track cases are obviously over water and represent

tracks that are formed over several hours. Therefore, the results do not represent

exact meteorological conditions or decay rates. However, they do give us a

general indication of the manner in which ship tracks will disperse with time.

For this discussion a neutral, stable and unstable atmosphere are shown for

comparison purposes along with the ASTEX and eastern Pacific cases. Figure

42 indicates that the the eastern Pacific cases are less efficient at dispersion over

water than they would be over land. The ASTEX tracks disperse more rapidly

with distance.

K. DELTA VS. AMBIENT REFLECTANCE

The Ap versus the ambient reflectance is presented in Figure 4? for all tracks.

Generally, as the ambient reflectance increases the environment should be less

susceptible to ship effluent and consequently the Ap should be less. Figure 43

shows that the individual cases have a negative slope indicating that the Ap does

decrease with increasing ambient reflectance. However, in the composite, as
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shown by the best fit line, the slope is actually positive. This surprisingly implies

that as the ambient reflectance increases, the Ao also increases and the

environment becomes more sensitive to ship effluent. The justification for this

may lie in the difference between the boundary layers for the two areas.

Atmospheric soundings from the Azores and the eastern Pacific Ocean indicate

that the boundary layer is deeper in the Azores than oft the west coast of the

United States. With this in mind, ambient droplets will spend more time in the

Azorean boundary layer so they will be able to grow and coalesce to larger

sizes. Consequently, the ambient reflectance in the Azores should generally be

less. The same theory applies to the ship track reflectance. The ship effluent will

have more time to disperse and grow in the deeper boundary layer. As a result

the ship track reflectance will be relatively less. The contrary applies to the

eastern Pacific Ocean. With a shallower boundary layer, the ambient droplets

cannot grow to as large a size so the ambient reflectance will be relatively

higher. The ship effluent in the eastern Pacific Ocean will also spend less time in

the boundary layer resulting in a relatively larger ship track reflectance.

However, there are not enough cases to confirm this hypothesis.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The primary focus of this discussion was to analyze the spatial, temporal and

radiative characteristics of ship tracks. By examining thirteen cases from two

different areas of the world, important differences between the ship tracks and

their diffusion properties were studied along with some distinction between the

environments of the two different regions.

The results of this analysis were successful in defining the differences and

noting the commonalities between the two areas. Specifically, the widths of all

the tracks generally increased with time. Also, the rate of increase was generally

the same at about 1 km per 150 minutes. However, there were outliers. The

cases that showed declining widths were from ASTEX. This is explained by the

relatively larger scale circulations that are found near the Azores. These larger

scale circulations tend to vary the width more in the Azores than in the eastern

Pacific Ocean cases. In a few cases the ASTEX tracks dispersed more efficiently

than over land, but the majority of the cases from both ASTEX and the eastern

Pacific Ocean generally dispersed less efficiently than over land. There may be

several explanations for this. First, there may not have been enough cases or

days to make an accurate determination. Other mechanisms may be involved

complicating ship track formation and dispersion than originally believed. Also,

local effects such as vortices and eddies may affect dispersion properties.

One common result was found in ship and ambient reflectances. In individual

cases, when ambient reflectance increased, the Ap decreased. This implied that

on an individual basis, the environment was less sensitive to ship effluent when

the ambient reflectance increased. But in the composite of all tracks, as the
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ambient reflectance increased the Ap also increased. This implied that in the

composite the environment was more susceptible to ship effluent when the

ambient reflectance increased. There is a hypothetical explanation for this

although not yet proven. The deeper boundary layer in the Azores translates to

relatively lower reflectances for both ambient and ship track. The shallower

boundary layer in the eastern Pacific Ocean translates to relatively higher

ambient and ship track reflectances. This would account for the positive slope of

the Ap versus ambient curve.

The ship track phenomenon can continue to be studied from a variety of

approaches. Some of the more prominent include:

—More Ships of Opportunity need to be utilized. By analyzing the fuel oi

known ship track makers, and the plume in the contaminated cloud, a study can

be performed examining the changes the exhaust undergoes.

—The possibility of a more automated and accurate manner of determining

track width needs to be further explored. Many of the uncertainities are

produced as a result of the subjective methods used to determine track width.

-The meteorological conditions associated with a ship track must be

accurately identified, especially the true wind. This is crucial in determining the

relative wind and matching the track with the correct ship. Also, any local

effects need to be identified along with synoptic features i.e. fronts.

--The role of vortices, turbulence and dispersion must be studied further.

These properties of the atmosphere will help to explain the physical structure of

ship tracks and their decay with time.

This work has proveded initial results for spatial and radiative characteristics

or ship tracks. It is now important to more fully explore the recommendations

2^



discussed above. A concerted effort in these areas will yield relevant

information which can then he consolidated to understand and forecast ship

track formation.
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Figure 12. NOAA-12 0903Z 14 June 1992 Ch.3.
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Figure 15. NOAA-11 1625Z 14 June 1992 Track AB Ch.3.
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Figure 26. NOAA-10 1510Z 26 August 1992 Ch.3.
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Figure 29. NOAA-12 1635Z26 August 1992 Ch.3.
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Figure 32. NOAA-11 2204Z 26 August 1992 Ch.3.
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